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CAFC’s Anew Legal Errors in Its PE-Decisions Need Supreme Court Correction!
Sigram Schindler
TU Berlin & TELES Patent Rights International GmbH
www.fstp-expert-system.com

I. The Supreme Court is the Indispensable Legal Pacemaker of ETCI-Based Innovations ─ Today & Tomorrow1.a).
It has been the Supreme Court that ─ as the first of all of us ─ provided a PE specification as criterion for
an ETCI, whether it meets all PE requirements stated by the Alice decisionb). But the entire patent community, including district courtsb) and the CAFC, multiply mistook the Supreme Court’s Solomonic (yet nontrivial) good-will gesturec). Indeed, it is an intellectually pretty high-level ‘PE-guideline’ ─ see Section IV.
Sections I & II of this mail explain 3 ‘notional’ resp. 2 ‘logical’ PE-misunderstandingsa), all 5 ones implying clear
legal errors as contradicting the Supreme Court’s framework, why agreement about PE hitherto has been (and will
remain) impossible. This is evidenced in Section III by explaining the structure of the framework-based only test
(schemeb)) necessary & sufficient for warranting the total robustness of any ETCI passing it ─ the FSTP-Test .
1 .a

Not only due to its shorter response time: Also as Congress deals with consensus making, immaterial for ETCIs’ mathematical FFOL expressions.
The beginnings of the following explanations of one of the 5 legal errors ─ mostly in a ftn ─ is marked by [i-[v, its resp. end by ◘].
For all abbreviations/acronyms not defined in this short mail, yet nevertheless used therein, see[550] and earlier FSTP mails (the latter sometimes
indicated by “[FSTP]”). Also knowing the “FSTP-Test” (in Section III) of an ETCI is assumed, just as the USPTO’s “2-step PE” test.
Enabling notionally completely defining the meaning of the framework-based “PE” needs the Supreme Court’s KSR & Bilski & Biosig decisions, too, all 6 ones together called SPL ‘framework’. Moreover: Alice is to be understood as being limited by its 5 preceding framework decisions.
An ETCI’s notional error is considered in this mail only if it notionally contradicts the framework (potentially implied by it and/or as
the pposc confirms). A notional error is a serious alias clear factual error. A factual error need not to contradict the framework.
.b and by the USPTO until its 2019 PE Guideline. Its voluminous wording is dramatically simplifiabe[218] by the here adjusted mathematical IT notion
“scheme” 3.a) for facilitating interpreting Alice’s PE specification ─ cognitionally “isomorphic” to it, i.e. invariant over this KR transformation3.a).
.c primarily due to the then unawareness of the notional subtlety of the PE problem (caused by the advent of Emerging Technologies, “ETs”) ─ due to
today’s vast absence of cognitional potentials about the many historic paradigm shifts in Philosophy/Mathematics/Physic/Chemistry/… /IT[335].
ETs’ impact on all SPL aspects has by the Supreme Court been very early recognized and publicly indicated[FSTP], especially to the CAFC.
Andrei Iancu rightfully denoted PE as the biggest problem of the US NPS ─ just as of any NPS, worldwide (though there vastly not yet noticed).
.d [i To the earliest notional misunderstanding is the“2-step-PE” test: The USPTO incorrectly derived it from Alice’s “PE specification”─ not ‘PE test’[480],
being the source of many failures. Because of this test’s simplicity it is far too coarse for correctly implementing Alice’s subtle PE specification.
Yet, without any criticism of its incompleteness[480] some CAFC boards instantly used, meanwhile vastly understood, and hence now avoid it,
by going back to the wording of Alice’s PE specification (though not to its complete meaninge), which in the CAFC might need more time!).
.e The 2-step PE test is a clear legal error, as not testing the presence of the ETCI’s application ─ although by the Supreme Court’s PE
specification inevitably required. This ftn’s rest explains this necessity, once more.
The necessity of at least 1 application in a PE ETCI is clearly emphasized in the Supreme Court’s Mayo/Myriad/Alice decisions: For excluding
granting a patent to/on an nPE TT0 alias nPE ETCI° as potentially having a “cluster of applications of it” ─ e.g. to/on an nPE DNAmolecule (or
complex) eventually usable by all potential 20/30/40/… of its ‘application cluster applications’, as frequently occurring in CRISPRtech[488,557] ─ that
then would (potentially unpredictably and/or unexpectedly) monopolize a whole (unknown) area of an ET in a preemptive fashion. I.e.:
This potential patent on ETCI° would bar any other party (than this ETCI°patent owner’s one) from receiving a patent on this ET area of ETCI°
(i.e. on its nPE DNAmolecule/complex and one of its applications) and/or only freely doing research in it. As in Mayo explained, this risk
embodied by patenting potentially “preemptive” ETCIs has been the Supreme Court’s primary reason for refining SPL’s interpretation by
the above ‘framework’a) ─ meanwhile fully confirmed, as today evidently many ETCI patent applications embody this ‘preemptivity risk’.
This implies: By its framework’s PE specification, to be met by any ETCI patent application ─ i.o.w. requiring each PE ETCI to
comprise ●at least 1 application of a by it used nPE TT0, and ●at most a finite such set of such applications for any such nPE TT0 ─ the
Supreme Court has provided the logical fundament for resolving the PE problem: Namely, by eliminating this potentially manifesting
threat (to put into jeopardy the entire US NPS), i.e. rendering nPE any ETCI in a patent application that does not meet this requirement.
While such frequently manifesting preemptions would indeed inevitably raise serious social tensions ─ in principle also this kind of
threat elimination by limiting the freedom of inventing (implicitly implied by § 101) might cause other social tensions (as potentially disregarding
the Constitution), if this limitation of this freedom were practiced really hurting interested parties (not excluded by Alice’s PE specification),
discussed in the remainder of this mail. As explained by the end in Section II, the FSTP-Test avoids this problem by defining its framework-based distinction between PE and nPE ETCIs as minimal invasive intervention into the above freedom of inventing, explained in[FSTP].
A very practical remark terminates, together with3), this finally constitutional discussion about Alice’s PE specification and the FSTP-Test
implementing it: This minimized § 101 limitation, by the framework, comes along with the cognition of an incredible overcompensation, thus
limiting the set of PE ETCIs: Each such ETCI, i.e. each element of this FSTP-Test defined set, has all its properties rendering it totally robust.
None of these statements can be found to be correct for an ETCI with an unknown potential ‘application cluster’ ─ while, if it
passes the FSTP-Test, it evidently is PE iff its ETCI is “limited preemptive”, i.e. has a known and as above limited application cluster.
Consequently holds: As the 2-step PE test is not isomorphic to the FSTP-Test3.a), it is not an implementation of Alice’s PE specification. ◘i]
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After the legal untenability (as just explained1.d)/e.)) of this ‘2-step PE’ test’s became evident, seemingly some
CAFC judges shifted their then focus silently and in freestyle away from this false PE-test of an ETCI2.a) ─
e.g. in all but 1 (AAM) of the CAFC’s Berkheimer[462], VANDA[467], Athena[511], StrikeForce[522],
Chamberlain[555], …, AAM[559] decisions ─ to a pair of tightly relatedb) new ‘PE properties’: To the meanings
of 2 by the Supreme Court’s framework semiotically defined PE notions, being any ETCI’s ●”logic” notion
‘inventive concept’ (clarified in Section II), and this ETCI’s ●”PE properties” notion, (erroneously) assumed
to be ‘well-understood, routine, conventional activities previously known’, clarified next.
Before elaborating on these issues, a basic clarification about the FSTP-Project and its FSTP test is probably helpful:
The FSTP-Project’s mission is to provide almost only the ‘mathematizable’ basis needed by the Supreme Court’s
‘legal SPL framework for the US society’s innovativity incentivation by patenting’. As Bilski’s hearing evidenced ─
because of today’s ubiquitous lack of cognition theoretical background1.c) ─ that a usual research lab is unable to
clarify the meaning of the semiotic notion of ‘preemptivity’ in patenting ETCIs (similar to ‘decidability’ in Mathematics).
Now, since the Berkheimer decision of the CAFC, as to PE its focus in its above 6++ PE analysis seems to lie not
only in ETCIs’ resp. factual realms expanded by the pre-Berkheimer legal questions (in the FSTP-Test modeled
by its test2 & 3), but ‘the other way around’. Yet, such a potential CAFC assumption were neither by the
Supreme Court’s framework nor its Teva[217] decision justified, but diametrically contradicting themb).
[ii All 6++ CAFC decisions depend explicitly (as in Berkheimer) or implicitly (as in Chamberlain) on the

unquestionability of the just quoted PE criterion[470]. Yet, it is always threefold untenable:
 Its meaning is in legal use untenable as plurivalent, as its 3 adjectives are concatenable by ‘and’ or ‘or’.
 It is for many ETCIs’ PE neither a necessary condition (as e.g. the DDR ETCI is neither routine nor conventional) nor a sufficient condition (as e.g. claim1 of the CAFC’s last Myriad decision meets this ‘and’ criterion
and yet is nPE, as it comprises no E-crC basically independent1.a) of its nPE TT0, see the FSTP-Test and[508,554,523]).
 Its 3 adjectives are each indefinite, evidently ─ independently of the preceding deficits2.a).
◘ii]
by returning to Alice’s original PE-specification (on page 7 of its Supreme Court decision) ─ as being already sufficiently concrete for
clarifying the meaning of the PE of an ETCI. I.e.: These judges’ correctly recognized that the 2-step PE test is superfluous for
reasoning about the Supreme Court’s definition of the meaning of an ETCI’s being framework-based PE.
Yet, this cognition indicates that there is a way for almost trivially correctly deriving3.a) from Alice’s original PE-specification an ETCI’s PE
test such that an ETCI is framework-based PE if and only if it passes this test completely. This magic test is the FSTP-Test in Section III.
.b This totally unscientific proceeding by the CAFC is highly confusing, also for the CAFC itself ─ to try the clarification of an originally blurring notion
(i.e. of ‘inventive concept’) with a pretended clarification of another even much more blurring notion, which evidently is tightly related to the
former (i.e. of ‘well-understood, routine, conventional activities previously known’) without stating what this relation is ─ namely the from IT wellknown logic “use-hierarchy”[495]. One then had immediately recognized that the WURC notion is 1.)notionally by far too imprecise for practical
use (see ii), i.e. practically useless, and 2.)logically untenable (see iii) logically not equivalent/isomorphic Alice’s PE specification, trivially.
.c Leaving the ‘WURC property of an ETCI’ aside, the 2 following CAFC decisions contradict each other already in their ETCIs’ metarational
disclosures of ‘inventive concepts’ ─ in the sense of Alice, hence here for clarity called explicitly “inventive Aliceconcept”, as carrying ─
additionally to its ETCI-property semantic of an inventive concept ─ also some ‘innovation space expanding’ semantic. Under this precondition .)the CAFC is in its Berkheimer decision more incentive ─ as the Supreme Court’s Myriad decision on its last 2 pages clearly
requires for legally emphasizing the classic SPL’s ET adjustment, and recently the USPTO’s 2019-PE-guideline (today likely, certainly after
a complete rationalization) ─ while :)the CAFC’s Chamberlain decision is more restrictive, thus committing another legal error.
I.e.: In Chamberlain the CAFC again ignores what the Supreme Court clearly and unmistakably at least twice explicitly requires, namely
in ●Mayo to understand that, for the sake of preserving the US society’s wealth, SPL must be refined such as to incentivize increasing its
innovativity (achieved by its framework-based reinterpretation of the meaning of § 101, as will become evident as soon as the huge SPL
advantages coming with its framework-based SPL paradigm adjustment is understood, and in its ●Myriad decision that directly shows that this
framework opens a simple way to generating around nPE ‘technical’ innovations their PE and legally robust patents on ETCIs.

2.a

cont’d on next page
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[iii Without explicitly stating it but implicitly clearly assuming it, most CAFC decisions currently insist in inventive
concepts to be something in ETCIs additional to their applications and their used nPE ‘subsystems’. This insisting
in excluding the ‘new combination indicating’2.c) E-crCs is legally untenable as contradicting Myriad.

◘iii]

II. By its Recent PE-Decisions the CAFC Creatively Reinterpreted Alice’s PE-Specification ─ Against Logic.
iv and v are for appropriate Mathematicians with advanced IT background (or the other way around) trivialities,
but after the preceding elaborations also for legal experts easily graspable ─ hence kept extremely brief.
[iv By its in ii quoted PE criterion, the CAFC logically mixes-up ‘necessity’ and ‘sufficiency’.

◘iv]

[v The CAFC’s dealing with Alice’s PE specification is due to its unawareness of how to handle it3.a).

◘v]

While the USPTO (hopefully by Congress supported) are about terminating the PE dilemma in the US SPL
based on the Supreme Court’s metarationalb) PE specification of Solomonic quality from its Alice decision ─ in
this mail meaning the rational/scientific/mathematical FSTP-Test ─ an ‘inventive concept’ misery currently
threatens to arise caused by the above legal errors of the CAFC in its SPL precedents about ETCIs, especially
in IV and V, unless the Supreme Court intervenes again.
cont’d from prev. page

.d The Supreme Court with all likelihood has chosen the factually simple notion ‘significantly more’ and not ‘substantially more’. The former notion is

easily rationally/mathematically modellable (as shown by the FSTP-Test), while the second notion is highly metaphysical, i.e. not rationalizable/
mathematicalizable1.a). For supporting the former notion, the mail[354] modeled it ─ a year before Berkheimer ─ as follows (in today’s terms):
“The Alice analysis explicitly requires for an ETCI to be PE to check this ETCI and its nPE TT0 that they "... transform the nature of the claim
[alias of TT0] into a patent-eligible application", and additionally to disclose an inventive concept that warrants that this transformation delivers
"... significantly more than a patent upon the [ineligible concept] itself" [being TT0].
Thereby nobody would assert that a space1 ─ being the product of the domains of a set1 of independent concepts (modeling the entire COM(ETCI)) ─ is not
"significantly more" than a space2 defined as the product of the domains of the set2  set1 of concepts modeling COM(TT0)), if set1\set2 comprises an
element E-crC° that is basically independent of set2, i.e. if E-crC° adds 1 to the dimensionality of TT0.
And this geometric association enables for practically any ETCI to immediately decide whether its application comprises a such E-crC°
─ i.e., this decision, whether it has an inventive concept or not, rests by the Supreme Court’s framework requirements, on a trivial geometric
truth, The existence of which may even be determined by trivial Mathematics automatically.
Finalizing this CAFC internal antagonism ─ about the meaning of the key notion ‘inventive concept’ as by the Supreme Court’s
framework defined ─ note that the CAFC’s Berkheimer and Chamberlain decisions only confirmed, once more, controversy glooming in the CAFC
for many years already. I.e., its unresolved disputed question as to an ETCI is: Does the meaning of the notion ‘inventive concept’ denote an incremental item of inventivity expanding prior art and/or posc as understood in the CAFC’s ●Chamberlain decision, nowhere supported in the Supreme
Court’s framework, or ●Berkheimer decision”, i.e. describing a hitherto unknown combination of an nPE TT0 and its application, as explicitly supported by
the Supreme Court’s Myriad decision. The answer is unmistakably given the latter way ─ and hence expanded by a few words nexte).

.e Myriad states: “… as the first party with knowledge of the […] sequence, Myriad was in an excellent position to claim applications of that knowledge.

Many of its unchallenged claims are limited to such applications.” [double highlighting added] Thereby the terms ‘sequence’ and ‘application’
evidently stand for a new combination of both ─ and by Myriad for nothing else being necessary, but nevertheless potentially ….. . Thus, for it holds
O-crCS::= {O-crC0n = (˄1≤kn≤Kn(E-crC0kn)˄ncrC0n),∀1≤n≤N} ˄ Σ1≤n≤N Kn=K, whereby one of the E-crC0kn is an ‘inventive concept’ of ETCI. This is
the meaning of the ‘inventive Aliceconcept’ term that the CAFC in Berkheimer (and before in its DDR decision) has used.

3.a

In IT one called, in the early 70s, a declarative program structure that describes, for a given conjunction of mathematical requirements, all necessary
& sufficient mathematical conditions for any program for its meeting this requirements’ conjunction, as its “program scheme”. In SPL, an analog Alice provided such test structure describing all necessary & sufficient conditions for any ETCI for its meeting all USC 35/SPL requirements’ conjunction hence is called its “ETCI-test scheme” ─ in FSTPtech simplified to a procedural necessary & sufficient “FSTP-Test”,
being a procedural implementation of Alice’s ETCI-test scheme seen as its test specification (and by Alice also so called ─ i.e. not ‘test’).
The metaphysicality[489] of the notions on which rests the 2-step-PE-test in i ─ so called for untruly[480] pretending it were
correctly derived from Alice’s test specification ─ disables its straightforward rationalization, as found for the ETCI-test scheme. It thus
shows the deficiencies of the 2-step-PE-test, i.e. which FSTPtesto’s it skips and thus leaves questions about ETCIs in Metaphysics.
Arranging with this ‘PE Metaphysic’ drags our brain into unaware eclectic paradigm shifts exceeding its intellectual capacity. I.e., it
confuses our brain about the fundamental logic structure of the solution of the PE problem ─ clearly shown by the FSTP-Test.
NOTE that an ETCI’s PE test scheme is nothing else but the intended semantics in ISL notation[372] of the USPTO’s 2019-PE-Guideline ─
yet evidently much simpler to grasp & compacter (as ISL is trivialized natural English extended by elementary Arithmetic/Logic/Set Theory, thus
avoiding any confusing eclectic paradigm shifts as inevitably induced by believing in creating understanding/cognitions by learning from sets of
vague PE problem examples) as well as completely covering the whole set of all PE questions about any ETCI ─ hence representing AI at its best.

.b In deciding questions of US nationwide and fundamental bearing, the Supreme Court is entitled to remain metarational[e.g.489].
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The FSTP-Test.

(Meta)rational Claim Interpretation, mratCI:
<external input::= mratCI in IDL, internal output ::= a COM(mratETCI)>
& begin
1) if [COM(ETCI) is factually E-complete˄-correct˄-definite˄{O-crC0n = (˄1≤kn≤Kn(E-crC0kn)˄ncrC0n),∀1≤n≤N} ˄ Σ1≤n≤N Kn=K] then go on;
2) if [{(O-inC0n, E-inC0kn) | ∀1≤n≤N ˄ 1≤kn≤Kn} are ex- or implicitly lawfully_disclosed] then go on;
3) if [O-crC0n is ex- or implicitly enablingly_disclosed, ∀1≤n≤N] then
output mratE-crCS = COM(mratETCI) & stop.
(Meta)Rational Claim Construction, (m)ratCC:
<internal input::= COM(mratETCI), external output ::= COM(ratETCI)>
& begin:
mrat
mrat
4) if [COM( ETCI) is ‘directed to an exceptional concept’, i.e. rat’comprises in the nPE TT0 an E-xcrC’] then go on;
5) if [COM(mratETCI) has mrat‘an application of …’, i.e. rat’an application that uses a TT0 without modifying it’] then go on;
6) if [COM(mratETCI) is mrat‘transforming the nature of the claim’, i.e. rat‘transforming the nPE claim of TT0 into the PE ETCI’] then go on;
7) if [COM(mratETCI) is mrat’significantly more than ...’, i..e. rat’E-crCSETCI\\TT0 basically independent of E-crCSTT0]. I input COM(RSmrat) and go on;
8) if [COM(mratETCI) has a ratdefinable A/N-Matrix over RS] then go on;
………………………………………..
9) if [COM(mratETCI) has a ratnon-cherry-picking creative height, crH ≥ 2)] then
I output ‘COM(ETCI)rat is PA’ & stop;
Mathematical Claim Construction, matCC:
<internal input::= COM(ratETCI), external output ::= COM(matETCI)>
& begin:
TT0
+
4’) if [E-xcrCS ≠ Φ ] then go on;
5’) if [(TT0scope(E-crCSETCI)  scope(E-crCSTT0)) ˄ ((( E-crC° ETCI\TT0) ˄ ( E-crC°° TT0)) : E-crC° | E-crC°°)] then go on;
6’) if [( E-crC*  E-crCSETCI\TT0) ˄ (∄ E-xcrCE-crCSETCI\TT0)] then go on;
7’) if [E-crC* ≇ E-crCSTT0]
I input COM(RSmrat) and go on;
i,n,k
i,n,k
8’) if [∀ ∃Δ ∷= if (E-crCink = E-crC0nk) ‘A’ else ‘N’ is mathematically definable] then go on;
9’) if [crH ::= ∑1≤n≤N (min∀i[1,I] I{<Δi,n,1=’N’, ...., Δi,n,Kn=’N’>}I )≥2] then
I output ‘COM(ETCI)mat is PA’ & stop;
Legend: The FSTP-Test in ISL notation with CC in (m)ratKR& matKR, and the ETCI’s factually&legally necessary&sufficient 9 testo’s for satisfying SPL.
The only new symbols ─ compared to its previous presentations1.a) ─ are the “|” in line 5’ and “≇” in line 7’, denoting ●the
‘contact point’ between ETCI\TT0 and TT0 (whereby in the simplest case is E-crC° = E-crC*) resp. ●E-crC* is in ISL[372] not basically
construable1.a) from E-crCSTT0. The mail[508] will repeat all the presently (scattered) explanations for all lines ─ yet only as far as needed for
operating the IES, i.e. will not go into the subtleties & intricacies of the framewok-based SPL.

The human controlled KR morphosis that an ETCI at the beginning of its FSTP-Test undergoes is
shown, by its mental mrat/rat/mat KR-structure evidenced and thereby/-after also by its notional and
logical structure. Hitherto, no such cognition theoretical sublime analysis has been known of what the
meaning is of ‘testing whether an ETCI satisfies 35 USC/SPL’. For the FSTP-Test and its AI this
meaning is indispensable, as otherwise the involved isomorphisms between their both KRs and thus
enabling them wouldn’t have come into existence ─ just as all massive advantages on top of them
recognized, e.g. for the first time a precise notion of ‘scope’ of a framework based PE ETCI (even
rationally and mathematically axiomized, although hitherto/pre-framework being highly metaphysical), or
its being under SPL totally robust, its being automatically (rationally/mathematically) verifiable, or …
IV. A Brief but Important Aftermath.
For many members of the patent community this mail probably seems to be just striving for CAFC
bashing ─ especially its members let me unmistakably know that they see it this way. Thus, this
aftermath addresses open minded members of the US patent community, telling them that this
assumption is total nonsense.
Not only am I aware ─ as repeatedly publicly communicated ─ only of outstanding CAFC judges. But
their excellent careers don’t help them to get easily at the broad scientific knowledge that is indispensable for grasping what the impact is on SPL for Emerging Technologies Claimed Inventions, ‘ETCIs’ ─
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being vastly different from classic technologies, as always at least partially based on only recently
developed mental models of relatively short half-times, i. e. classically seemingly not existing, yet
nevertheless currently requiring only the SPL refinement that the Supreme Court by its framework
based SPL reinterpretation already about 10 years ago recognized ─ which indeed requires a pretty
significant paradigm shift in patent business with ETCIs. This has also been publicly complained by the
Supreme Court (see e.g. the transcript to its Alice decision), in spite to its more than great cognition as
to this framework’s need.
Moreover has none of the CAFC judges been in my fortunate situation to be able to allocate ●a huge
amount of private money to scientifically researching the PE problem, and ●on top of it the most recent
about 10 years exclusively of my whole life ─ in addition to my also successful scientific and
commercial C.V.[9]. This latter aspect requires that I will launch with some lead time to [182] publicly
marketing the technologically amazing results of FSTPtech, as I learned 30 years ago in investment
business ─ with all likelihood in the most innovative country, the US.
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